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Edgewell Personal Care Products
Edgewell is a global team of 6,000 
visionaries, doers, and makers. Their 
portfolio of over 25 brands touches lives 
in more than 50 countries. Together, they 
reimagine good mornings and endless 
summers, beauty and bonding, confidence 
and determination.

From baby to body, Edgewell is passionate 
about making the little moments leading up 
to the big memories just a little bit easier. Simply, their aim is to make the 
products that families rely on more inspired, more personal, and more 
trustworthy—so they can devote that much more energy to the people 
they care about most.

Edgewell’s Mission & Vision – Reimagining Personal Care

Mission: We will be the trailblazing personal care company; leveraging 
our colleagues’ creativity and passion to challenge convention and drive 
growth.

Vision: We will win through focus, insightful innovation and agility; 
delivering better solutions to our consumers and customers.

The Edgewell Name: 

Edge expresses the drive to always be on the leading edge of innovation 
and deliver meaningful advantages over competitive products. It also 
evokes the rich heritage of Edgewell’s largest global business, shaving, 
which is quite literally about putting an edge on blades.

Well reflects their ultimate goal, as a personal care business, to deliver 
well-being for the people who use their products. It speaks to Edgewell’s 
commitment that everything they create is well designed and well made.

Together, they form the perfect name for their 
new company: Edgewell Personal Care. The 
innovative challenger in the world of personal 
care products.

The Hummingbird Symbol

As already seen from their name, Edgewell 
prides themselves on being challengers. The 
hummingbird is the ultimate challenger of 

Company Information

Reimagining Personal 
Care

More Information:
www.edgewell.com

Edgewell - Fast, Agile, 
and Innovative

http://www.kochind.com
http://www.edgewell.com
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the natural world—fast, agile, and innovative, small but strong and 
resourceful. It packs a punch well beyond its size.

Like their brands, the hummingbird also surprises and delights, making 
people feel happy. It’s an emotionally engaging symbol that expresses 
their vision, mission, and values. 

Edgewell Personal Care, formerly the Personal Care division of Energizer 
Holdings, Inc., was born in 2015, but their brands have a long history of 
making products that people love. Inspired by their focus on wellness, 
Edgewell has built a portfolio of products that synthesizes their deep 
expertise.

A piece of their history dates all the way back to 1772 when Henry Nock 
opened the gun shop that eventually would become Wilkinson Sword. 
In the United States, Colonel Jacob Schick started the iconic shaving 
brand, Schick, in 1921. In 1993, these brands joined forces to create 
Schick Wilkinson Sword. In 2003, Schick Wilkinson Sword was acquired by 
Energizer Holdings—an integration that firmly established shaving as a 
core piece of the Energizer business.

Shaving isn’t the only part of Edgewell’s personal care portfolio that 
has a rich history. Abram Spanel founded the company that would 
become Playtex in 1932. Many decades later, Playtex made its first major 
acquisition, adding the sun care brand, Banana Boat, to its portfolio 
in 1995. Playtex then bolstered their sun care business by adding 
Hawaiian Tropic in 2007. Later in 2007, Playtex was acquired by Energizer 
Holdings—which solidified Energizer Holdings’ position as both a battery 
and personal care company.

Over the next decade, Energizer Holdings made a series of key 
acquisitions, including Skintimate and Edge in 2009, American Safety 
Razor in 2011, and Carefree, Stayfree, and o.b. (in the US, Canada, and the 
Caribbean) in 2013.

In 2015, Energizer Holdings, Inc. became Edgewell Personal Care, 
spinning off the battery business into a company of its own. Today, with a 
renewed focus, they’re more agile and responsive. They are Edgewell, on 
the leading edge of personal care.

http://www.kochind.com
http://edgewell.com/about-us/
http://edgewell.com/about-us/
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Division
Feminine Care
Playtex
Only Playtex® has a 360°™ design and FlexFit™ technology that moves the 
way you move. These are great tampons for swimming, biking, running 
or whatever your activity of choice is, because periods shouldn’t hold you 
back. Play On!

Great Fit. Great Protection. Playtex® Gentle Glide® 360° protection tam-
pons have three layers plus a unique design to custom fit your body, as 
well as a comfort shape plastic applicator for sure-fit placement, all so a 
whole new generation of women can PLAY ON. 

You’ve got game! Don’t let your period get in the way. Playtex® Sport® 
Ultra-Thin Pads with Wings are designed with an anti-leak absorbent 
core that pulls fluid quickly into the pad and locks it inside. The ultra-thin 
pads with wings keep your pad in place and the ultra-soft, cottony cover 
provides comfort while you work your hardest in whichever activity you 
choose. Playtex pads have a sport level protection™ design to comfort-
ably fit your active life. PlayOn!

Carefree
They were the first to help women around the world feel fresh and 
prepared to pursue their fuller lives all day, every day by developing 
CAREFREE pantiliners, an inter menstrual product to keep panties clean, 
dry and odor free. Today, they continue offering consumers soft, thin, 
absorbent liners so women can feel nothing but fresh.

Stayfree
STAYFREE pads have a long heritage of being an innovator in the sanitary 
protection category.  Since launching the first beltless pad in 1974, 
the brand has been creating products that provide better and better 
performance with the goal of providing comfortable, dry protection.  
Today, STAYFREE pads feature THERMOCONTROL technology to quickly 
wick away moisture and flexible layers that move with your body.

O.B.
O.B. tampons are the only applicator-free tampon in the category today.  
Invented by a female gynecologist, O.B. tampons are designed to provide 
custom fit protection by expanding all-around to fit each unique shape.  
O.B. tampons also produce less waste by using minimal packing and 
sourcing 90% of the raw material from renewable resources.

Playtex® Sport® Tampons

Playtex® Gentle Glide®  360° Tampons

Carefree® Body Shape

Stayfree® Overnights

O.B.® 

Playtex® Sport® Ultra-Thin Pads

http://www.kochind.com
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William Bunn, Director of Plant Operations
William Bunn is currently the Director of Plant Operations at Edgewell Personal 

Care in Dover, DE. William is a seasoned professional with over 30 years of plant 

operations management and engineering experience. He began his professional 

career at Kimberly Clark as project engineer/plant manager before moving on 

to other upper management positions at Schweitzer-Maudit International, Tyco 

Healthcare, Fiberweb, Ahlstrom Nonwovens, and First Quality Tissue. William 

earned his BSMET in Mechanical Engineering, Physics, and Science from the 

University of Memphis.

Jean-Pierre Tougas, Business Unit Manager
J-P is currently the Business Unit Manager of the External Sanitary Protection (ESP) 

business at Edgewell Personal Care in Dover, DE. His last position was in Montreal. 

Jean-Pierre has over 20 years of management experience and has previously 

worked for companies such as Johnson and Johnson, Essilor, Larose, and Forkem. 

He earned his Bacc in Production from HEC Montreal. 

Kevin Sartell, Technical Manager
Kevin Sartell has been with Edgewell Personal Care for two years, and is currently 

the Technical Manager in ESP. He is in his 15th year as an adjunct professor at 

Wilmington University teaching four courses in finance with one MBA course in 

economic and financial environments for business. Before coming to Edgewell, 

Kevin worked for Kraft Foods for over 25 years in maintenance management and 

as Third Assistant Marine Engineer for five years in Baltimore, Maryland. Kevin 

earned his BSME in Mechanical Engineering from the University of Delaware and 

his MBA from Wilmington University.

Management Information

William Bunn

Jean-Pierre Tougas

Kevin Sartell

http://www.kochind.com
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Senior Electrical Engineer
Role

Provides electrical engineering expertise required to safely and 
effectively manufacture high volume consumer products of high quality 
and at lowest cost. Provides support to Manufacturing Operations by 
recommending and implementing improvements to manufacturing 
processes, evaluating supplier capabilities, and leading project teams.

Responsibilities

 � Provide technical input to optimize the manufacturing quality and
efficiency of all Dover Feminine Care production operations. This 
includes:

 � Introducing the latest, most efficient, most effective technology
wherever economically feasible.

 � Solving production technical problems on an immediate
turnaround basis. 

 � Streamlining the existing machinery and processes to improve quality
and reduce cost wherever possible.

 � Develop specifications for equipment/line modifications/and or
additions.

 � Develop project resource requirements - time, funding, and
manpower.

 � Prepare and submit requests for project funding.

 � Track project spending against established budgets.

 � Modify or create PLC programs to meet changing process/production
needs.  

 � Provide training to electronic technicians on all new systems/controls.

 � Support other EPC locations as required.

Position Information

http://www.kochind.com
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Required Qualifications

 � Demonstrated ability to write and modify PLC programs and provide
guidance to shop floor technicians in implementing changes.

 � Practical, but creative engineering approach with at least 8 years of
experience in electrical engineering roles within a manufacturing 
process.

 � Results oriented individual unafraid of utilizing a hands-on approach
when needed, with the ability to lead sub-groups, task forces or 
teams to effectively solve machinery problems ranging from simple 
(slight modification/addition of single component) to complex (total 
re-design) on high speed, high volume machinery.

 � Demonstrated ability to work with cross functional teams as either a
contributor or a leader. 

 � Ability to work with outside suppliers, contractors and consultants to
tap into specialized engineering expertise when needed.

 � Ability to analyze, design, plan and manage equipment installations.

 � Excellent communications skills – must be able to communicate
effectively within the organization, both laterally and vertically.

Preferred Skills and Experience

 � BS Degree in Electrical/Electronic Engineering or Engineering
Technology (BSEE or BSEET). 

 � 8 years+  manufacturing experience.

 � Prior experience with major equipment relocations including start up,
de-bug and validation execution.

 � Demonstrated ability to implement electrical controls systems in a
manufacturing environment.

 � Practical programming skills in PLC’s, networking, device
communications, and discrete components.

 � Good communications skills – must be able to develop specifications,
proposals, RFP’s and presentations and communicate effectively 
within the organization, both laterally and vertically.

 � Working knowledge of “AutoCAD” or equivalent CAD system, MS
Project, and MS Office.

http://www.kochind.com
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Area Information Dover, Delaware
Dover is the capital and second-largest city in Delaware. The City of Dover 
is not only the Capital of the First State, but also the hometown to many 
of Delaware’s historical landmarks. In downtown Dover you can peruse 
the many legislative and government buildings which have stood for 
generations, or relax at Silver Lake’s popular park and beach areas. Dover 
has fun attractions for people of all ages.

Delaware is well-known as having tax-free shopping and many people 
from neighboring states flock to Delaware when making purchases 
thanks to our tax-free status. Various merchants are available for your 
shopping pleasure throughout Downtown Dover and national chains 
at the Dover Mall. Whether buying clothes for school or a new car, the 
advantages are unlimited and savings pile up quickly.

Nestled inside the many historical buildings in Downtown Dover is the 
Schwartz Center which was reopened in October, 2001 after an extensive 
modernization and expansion from its roots as the Dover Opera House. 
The Center offers a variety of shows, such as comedy acts, weekend 
runnings of “Family Films and Classics” and the Dover Symphony among 
other performances.

Every year numerous events are held around the City, ranging from 
fireworks on July 4th, the Firefly Music Festival, the Art Festivals, and 
Christmas Caroling on the Green to ethnic parades such as St. Patrick’s 
Day and the African American Festival. 

The First State Heritage Park is the state’s first “park without boundaries”. 
It links historical and cultural sites in the capital city of Dover. Major park 
sites are open throughout the week.

Every year during the NASCAR season the population of Dover expands 
from 30,000 to 200,000+ with tourists from across the United States. With 
premium hotels available and RVs abound, Dover, Delaware is truly a 
flagbearer for NASCAR and their fans every June and September.

To learn more about Dover, Delaware, 
click on the picture to the right from 
the VisitDoverDE Youtube Channel.

Performance at Schwartz 
Center

Legislative Hall
First State Heritage Park

Dover International Speedway

Dover overlooking Silver Lake

http://www.kochind.com
https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=HNzRIO7pGi0
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Area Information Destinations near Dover
Whether you prefer the country-side, beach, or urban living, there are 
various options to fit your individual lifestyle within driving range of our 
facilities. Dover central to many great destinations. Delaware’s Atlantic 
beaches, known for traditional summer getaways for families, are within 
an hour’s drive, such as Rehoboth, Dewey, and Bethany. A short two hour 
drive or less will bring you to Philadelphia, Baltimore, Washington, D.C., 
Atlantic City, Wilmington, and/or Delaware beaches. Looking for a small 
day trip instead? In three hours or less you can drive to New York City or 
Long Beach Island.

Philadelphia, PA 
With giant NYC less than 100 miles north and Washington, DC, due south, 
Philadelphia often gets knocked down the must-visit list. In many ways, 
though, the City of Brotherly Love can be as rewarding as its bigger 
neighbors. It has its own distinct traditions, and outsize food, music and 
art scenes – unfettered by crushing real-estate prices. Because the city’s 
oldest buildings are so well preserved, America’s early history and its 
role in building democracy is sometimes more accessible here than in 
the capital. Moreover, it’s a beautiful place that is easy and rewarding to 
explore, its streets dotted with gracious squares and linked with cobbled 
alleys

Washington, D.C.
Washington, D.C. is a hub for American politics and history. Attracting as 
many school field trips as it does travelers the district offers a peek into 
the country’s democratic origin. There are plenty of free museums to take 
advantage of but the real draw here is the memorials and monuments 
dedicated to great American leaders. Spend some contemplative 
time at the Reflecting Pool within the National Mall, among the most 
patriotic places in the country Monuments and memorials, eclectic 
neighborhoods, true local flavor – Washington, DC is a place unlike any 
other. 

New York City, NY
New York City comprises 5 boroughs sitting where the Hudson River 
meets the Atlantic Ocean. At its core is Manhattan, a densely populated 
borough that’s among the world’s major commercial, financial and 
cultural centers. Its iconic sites include skyscrapers such as the Empire 
State Building and sprawling Central Park. Broadway theater is staged in 
neon-lit Times Square

Click picture to learn more 
about Philadelphia

Click picture to learn more 
about Washington DC

Click picture to learn more 
about New York City

Click picture to learn more 
about Delaware Beaches

http://www.kochind.com
http://www.beach-net.com/delaware-maryland-beach-towns/
http://www.visitphilly.com/
https://washington.org/
http://www.nycgo.com/
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Dover, Delaware
General Area Links
City of Dover 

http://www.cityofdover.com/

Visit Dover 
http://www.visitdover.com/

Central Delaware Chamber of 
Commerce 
https://www.cdcc.net/

Shopping
Christiana Mall 
https://www.christianamall.com

Dover Mall 
http://www.simon.com/mall/
dover-mall

Arts & Entertainment
https://www.tripadvisor.com/
Attractions-g34009-Activities-
Dover_Delaware.html

The Schwartz Center                         
http://www.schwartzcenter.com/

First State Heritage Park 
http://www.destateparks.com/
park/first-state-heritage/

Dover International Speedway 
http://www.doverspeedway.com/

Education
Capital School District 
http://www.capital.k12.de.us/

Delaware State University          
http://www.desu.edu/

University of Delaware                   
http://www.udel.edu/

Wesley College                             
http://wesley.edu/

Delaware Technical Community 
College 
https://www.dtcc.edu/

News
Dover Post 
https://www.dtcc.edu/

Delaware State News 
http://www.doverpost.com/

WCBOC  TV 16                                     
http://www.wboc.com/
category/185255/delaware-news

Real Estate
Zillow - Dover, DE                          
http://www.zillow.com/dover-de/

Trulia - Dover, DE                         
http://www.trulia.com/DE/Dover/

http://www.kochind.com
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If you have open positions in your organization, 
give us a call and put our people and our process 

to work for you.

ROPELLA
G R O W I N G  G R E A T  C O M P A N I E S

TM

8100 Opportunity Drive, Milton, Florida 32583
850-983-4777 | www.ropella.com

For more information contact:

Travis Oran

Client Manager

Ropella  

850-983-8804

travis@ropella.com

http://www.kochind.com
http://ropella.com/toc.htm


 

 

 

Skill Survey 
Senior Electrical Engineer 

Name:        Date:       
 

1. Outline University Degree(s):  
(Please provide the Name, the Location, and the Phone Number of each 
Institution) 

      

2. Provide an overview of your electrical engineering expertise, including years' experience. 
Please highlight any experience within Feminine Care, Diaper, Hygiene or closely related 
manufacturing operations. 

      

3. Describe your experience working with Allen Bradley equipment. Please include all 
experience with PLC and GML Programming and troubleshooting. 

      

4. Share an example that demonstrates your ability to analyze, design, plan and manage 
equipment installations. What were some of the roadblocks you faced during the course of 
this example? How hid you solve them and what were the final results? 

      

5. Share your experience upgrading older control systems to newer, state of the art systems. 
Please specifically share any experience in upgrading to Allen Bradley ControlLogix PLC 
with Kinetix servos. 

      

6. Describe your level of knowledge and expertise with AutoCAD or equivalent CAD systems. 

      



7. Describe your successful experience streamlining existing machinery and processes to 
improve quality and/or reduce cost. Please quantify your recent contributions ($'s saved, % 
efficiency increased, etc). 

      

8. Share an example that demonstrates your ability to solve production technical problems on 
an immediate turnaround basis. Please note this question is the opportunity to showcase 
technical and problem solving skills, proprietary information is neither requested nor 
desired. 

      

9. Describe your communication style as it relates to developing specifications, proposals, 
RFP's and presentations and sharing them with pertinent stakeholders within your 
organization. What strategies have you found most effective in communicating information 
to both technical and non-technical audiences? 

      

10. Describe your leadership experience and style, include the size of teams you have 
managed including sub-groups, project teams, and task forces. 

      

11. Tell us about any non-compete and/or employer restrictions that you may have. Please 
provide these documents for our review. 

      

12. Are you a US Citizen? If no, what is your Visa status and provide the type of Visa that you 
are currently working under and any restrictions/issues our client will have to deal with. 

      

13. If asked one of the following questions during an interview, how would you answer? 
 Why are you considering this opportunity? (or) What motivated you to consider a job 
change at this time? 

      

14. Have you ever applied, either directly or through a third party, for any role with Edgewell? If 
so what was the date of your most recent application (month/year)? 

      

Relocation Acknowledgement Agreement 
As evidenced by my initials below, I       acknowledge the requirement to relocate to the 
Dover, Delaware area for the specific opportunity with Edgewell and am willing to do so if hired. 
I fully understand that this acknowledgment is a requirement for the interview process and 
states that I have already spoken with any necessary parties (i.e. spouse, significant other, 
children, parents, etc.) who may directly be impacted by my final decision to relocate. 

Initials               



 
References  
Please provide three to six references. The first priority is current and/or past supervisors, then 
employees, then peers, then customers (where appropriate). 
 

Example: Bob Smith, currently - Business Director at ABC Corporation 412-123-4567,  
Email: bob.smith@abccorp.com. Was Business Director, my direct supervisor, while I was a 
Manager at ABC Corporation. 
 

We will NOT contact any references until after completing the 

interview process and not without notifying you first. 

 
1)       
 
2)       
 
3)       

 
4)       
 
5)       
 
6)       
 

 



Our Candidate Comparison Score Card is to be completed on every candidate you have 
now screened as a potential fit. If you can tell that some of the candidates are probably 
Low level (in a superficial overview) in comparison to others you set those aside now 
and just score the rest. The Score Card will help you objectively weigh all the Must 

Haves and even the preferences in such a way that at the end of using the Score Card 
process you can be pretty sure who the High plus candidates are, who the High 

candidates are, and who the Medium candidates are. Then we focus on scheduling for 
the High Potentials. 

 

  

 

Candidate Comparison-Scorecard   Grader's Name: 

Candidate Name:   Grade: 

Client Name: Edgewell   Hiring Mgr: Kevin Sartell 

Position: Senior Electrical Engineer   HR Contact: Jessica Palladino 

Salary Range: $90K - $120K   Candidate 
Base:                        Bonus: 

Communications: L = Heavy Accent - Hard to Understand    M = Accent - Understandable    H = No Accent 

- Easy to Understand 
Comment: 
     

Attribute H/M/L Comment 
1. Education 
H = Master Degree in Electrical or 
Electronic Engineering or Electronic 
Technology 
M = BS in Electrical or Electronic 
Engineering or Electronic Technology 
L = N/A 

    

      



2. Electrical Engineering Experience 
H = 8 - 10 years of experience in 
electrical engineering roles within a 
manufacturing facility  
M = 5 - 8 or 10+ years of experience in 
electrical engineering roles within a 
manufacturing facility  
L = 5 or less years of experience in 
electrical engineering roles within a 
manufacturing facility  

    

      
3. Experience with Allen Bradley 
equipment 
H = 7+ years of experience with Allen 
Bradley equipment, especially GML 
programming and troubleshooting 
M = 5 - 7 years of experience with 
Allen Bradley equipment 
L = Minimal experience in this area 

    

      
4. Equipment Installation Example 
H = Specific example of success in 
this area including roadblocks faced 
and how they were overcome. Strong 
problem solving skills demonstrated. 
M = General answer that indicates 
some success in this area 
L = Answer does not indicate success 
in this area 

    

      
5. Upgrading Systems Experience 
H = This is a significant part of current 
role 
M = Has done this in a previous role 
L = Answer does not indicate success 
in this area 

    

      
6. Technical Expertise 
H = 8+ years of experience with 
AutoCAD or equivalent CAD systems. 
M = 5 - 8 years of experience with 
AutoCAD or equivalent CAD systems. 
L = 5 or less years of experience with 
AutoCAD or equivalent CAD systems. 

    

      



7. Example of Success 
H = Well defined answer that 
demonstrates success in streamlining 
the existing machinery and processes 
to improve quality and reduce cost 
wherever possible 
M = General answer that indicates 
some success in this area 
L = Answer does not indicate success 
in this area 

    

      
8. Technical Example 
H = Well defined answer that 
demonstrates success in solving 
production technical problems on an 
immediate turnaround basis 
M = Broad answer indicating 
understanding in this area 
L = Answer does not indicate success 
in this area 

    

      
9. Communication Skills 
H = Answer demonstrates strong 
communications skills and ability to 
communicate effectively within the 
organization, both laterally and 
vertically 
M = General answer indicating 
success in this area. 
L = Answer does not indicate success 
in this area. 

    

      
10. Leadership Style 
H = Answer indicated a well thought 
system for maximizing the potential of 
a team. Has managed teams of 10-15 
people. 
M = General answer indicating 
leadership abilities. Has managed 
teams of 5-10 people. 
L = Answer does not indicate proven 
leadership skills. Minimal team 
management experience. 

    

      



11. Non-Compete 
H = No relevant non-compete or non-
disclosure in place 
M = Has a peripheral non-compete or 
non-disclosure in place - could limit 
some activities 
L = Has a strong relevant non-
compete or limiting non-disclosure 

    

      
12. Citizenship 
H = U.S. Citizen or Green Card Holder 
M = In process for green card will 
require company support 
L = Needs full sponsorship to work in 
the U.S. 

    

      
Grading Point System: 
H’s = 4 
M’s = 3 
L’s = 2 
Bonus Points = .5 

Now add up the numerical value of 
each grade and then divide by the 
total number of grades 

  

Total Points:  

Divided by 12 grades =  

Avg. Grade:  
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